ACEN style guide for papers 1
Paper title in sentence case Arial 16 bold
Author 1 23
Department or Centre, Institution
Author 2
Department or Centre, Institution
Insert your abstract here. Use Times New Roman 10 point, left aligned, single spaced, indented 1.0
cm left and right, not italicised. Abstract should be not more than 200 words.
Keywords: Four (4) key or focus terms, separated by commas, by which your paper can be indexed

First level heading in sentence case Arial 12 bold
Body of your paper … use Times New Roman 10 point, left aligned, single spaced. Blank lines before and after
headings and paragraphs are to be sized the same as text lines, i.e., 10 point (Times NR).
Please use A4 size in portrait format with 2.5cm margins on all sides and zero gutter. Do not use any headers or
footers. For paragraphing, use a single blank line between each paragraph, and no indents. Do not use Spacing
Before or Spacing After your paragraphs.
Second level heading in sentence case Arial 10 bold
Put a blank line before and after the second level heading.
Third level heading in sentence case Times New Roman 10 point italic
Do not include a blank line after a third level heading. Use bulleted or numbered lists in preference to third level
headings where possible.
[This is a longer quotation] Use Times New Roman 10 point, left aligned, single spaced, indented
1.0 cm left and right, not italicised, without quote marks, one blank line before and after.
Referencing for the quotation may be given in the running text immediately before the quotation,
or may be appended to the end of the quotation. In general, very short quotations using only a few
words should be given with double quote marks in your running text, whilst only longer quotations
using a line or more should be formatted as quotations. (reference)
Do not use page breaks or sections breaks. Where necessary or desirable, use several carriage returns to obtain a
page break.
● Bullet lists should be round bullet type for level 1
● Left indent to 0.5cm with hanging indent of 0.5cm
- Use dash bullet type for level 2
- Left indent to 1.5cm with hanging indent of 0.5cm
1. Use numerals followed by full stop for ordered list
2. Left indent to 0.5cm with hanging indent of 0.5cm
a. For level 2 use lowercase letter followed by full stop
b. Left indent to 1.5cm with hanging indent of 0.5cm
Figure 1: Sample of a figure (legend is below figure, centred, bold)
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Remove this line and blank lines after it before using the template to draft your proposal.
Corresponding author contact details; Department, Institution, International telephone number, contact email address.
3
To allow for blind reviewing, please only include author details in the final submission.
2

Figures must be placed in their correct location in your running text. All figures should be included in your Word
file, and not in separate graphic or drawing package format. Labelling should be consistent with the fonts used in
the text of your paper, i.e., Times New Roman. Number sequentially, Figure 1, Figure 2, etc. Do not use
variations such as Figure 1a, 1b.
Table 1: A sample table (title is above table, centred, bold)
Location
General

Format

Explanatory
text

Tables must be placed in their correct, appropriate locations in
your running text
In general use Times New Roman 10 point and other body text
specifications for all text within a table and its title, though 9 point may
be used as required for narrow columns. Tables should have a title with
consecutive numbering (e.g.: Table 1: Title of the table), bolded, using
sentence case, centred, and located at the top of the table. For headings
within tables use sentence case, with bold and centring optional.
Centre each table and select appropriate widths for the table and for
each column, using percentages. Use of borders for all cells (‘All’,
with style ‘1/4 point’) is recommended, mainly because borders seem
to be helpful for on screen reading. In columns of numbers, use centre
or decimal point alignment.
If your table requires explanatory text that is inappropriate for placing
in your running text, place it at the bottom of the table, formatted to the
same width as the table.
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Authors can make appropriate acknowledgments just prior to the reference list, omit these if paper is for
refereeing.
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Chapter in a Book
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